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Details of Visit:

Author: slippy69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 15 Feb 2011 12.00
Duration of Visit: 60 min
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Isabella
Website: http://www.isabella-escort.co.uk/
Phone: 07977796225

The Premises:

Isabella likes to keep her business private from friends and family so rents a nice big house out to
do all incall visits away from where she lives. The house is easy to find, has off road parking and
inside very clean and welcoming. Felt very safe and private

The Lady:

5"4 in height, long dark hair, size 10-12, small but pleantiful c cup rack. Very pretty with a slight
Welsh accent. Neatly trimmed down below and very chatty

The Story:

This is the second time i have seen her, both times for a Splosh session. She is a Dominatrix and
escort so very open minded to requests, and recently fell in love with sploshing.

I called her the week before and made the appointment. She is quite good at chatting via e-mail so
as this was my 2nd appointment no issues with waiting for a reply

On the day I called her 3 hours before to confirm. On arriaval she was all ready. The kitchen was
covered wall to wall in plastic sheets, she was wearing this little short blue rubber mini dress I had
sent her and the photographer I had requested was set up and ready(He is also into sploshing and
has one of his photo sets with her on line on her web site). I provided the food including lots of
custard, chcocolate sauce, toffee mouse, rolo desserts, chocolate gateux's and squirty cream

After getting the business end sorted I started by laying on the floor and she covered me in custard
for a full body massage while slipping her hands in between my legs and massaging the little chap
every now and then.

What followed was about 30 mins of covering each other in food, massaging it in, tit wanks, hand
jobs, 69 e.t.c before finally shooting my load all over the place. Excellent experieience loved every
minute of it

Finally followed the path of towels up the stairs to the shower to clean up. Isabella does do full face
and head coverage but charges a litle extra ?20. She does not do OWO but does do it with. She
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does not do fully shaved but does keep it neat and trimmed and she does do sex after you have
cleaned up from session but not during for obvious reasons. The photos are optional and when put
on umd.net, her website or adultwork all faces are blurred out for privacy and you get a copy of the
set yourself :o)

Amazing girl, amazing experience, amazing punt ad will definatly be doing again. 
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